The FASSEG repository is composed by four subsets containing face images useful for training and testing automatic methods for the task of face segmentation. Threesubsets, namely frontal01, frontal02, and frontal03 are specifically built for performing frontal face segmentation. Frontal01 contains 70 original RGB images and the corresponding roughly labelledground-truth masks. Frontal02 contains the same image data, with high-precision labelled ground-truth masks. Frontal03 consists in 150 annotated face masks of twins captured in various orientations, illumination conditions and facial expressions. The last subset, namely multipose01, contains more than 200 faces in multiple poses and the corresponding ground-truth masks. For all face images, groundtruth masks are labelled on six classes (mouth, nose, eyes, hair, skin, and background).
Data
The FAce Semantic SEGmentation (FASSEG) repository contains more than 500 original face images and related manually annotated segmentation masks on six classes, namely mouth, nose, eyes, hair, skin, and background. In particular the FASSEG repository is composed by four subsets containing face images useful for training and testing automatic methods for the task of face segmentation. Three datasets, namely frontal01, frontal02, and frontal03, are specifically built for performing frontal face segmentation. The fourth subset, namely multipose01, contains labelled faces in multiple poses.
The subset Frontal01 contains 70 original RGB images and the corresponding roughly labelled ground-truth masks. Original faces are mainly taken from the MIT-CBCL [1] and FEI [2] datasets. Images are organized in two folders -train and test -matching the division we adopted in our previous work in Ref. [3] , in which we used this subset.
The subset Frontal02 contains the same original image data as frontal01, but with higher-precision labelled ground-truth masks. Images are organized in two folders -train and test e matching the division we adopted in our previous works in Refs. [5, 6] , in which we used this subset. Fig. 1 shows one subject example from these first two subsets:(from left to right) the original image, the related rough labelled mask in frontal01, and the high-precision mask in frontal02.
The third frontal dataset, namely Frontal03, contains 150 manually labelled ground-truth images. Original images (in JPG format) captured in various orientations, illumination conditions and facial expressions are taken from the SIBLINGS database (HQ-f subset) [7] . Fig. 2 shows three subjects taken from frontal03 dataset. This subset has not been used in any prior work so far.
The last subset, namely Multipose01, contains 294 manually labelled ground-truth images belonging to 13 different poses taken at steps of 15 degrees. Original faces are taken from the POINTING '04 database [8] . We used this dataset in our works in Refs. [4, 6] . Images are organized in two foldersSpecifications Value of the data This is the first and only dataset containing accurate face segmentation data on six different classes (mouth, nose, eyes, hair, skin, and background); Automatic face analysis, including tasks such as face pose, gender recognition, and expression estimation, could strongly benefits from such dataset; Three subsets come already subdivided in training and testing subfolders, to that to allow reproducibility and comparison with other methods from other researchers.
train and test -matching the division we adopted in the papers. Fig. 3 shows one example taken from multipose01 subset.
Experimental design, materials, and methods
We collected all original images from already existing databases publicly available for research purposes: the MIT-CBCL [1] , FEI [2] , POINTING'04 [8] , and SIBLINGS HQ-f [7] datasets.
These databases are previously used for different face analysis tasks such as face recognition, gender classification, head pose estimation, facial expression recognition etc. Despite being all captured in Fig. 1 . From left to right: the original image, the related rough labelled masks in frontal01, and the high-precision masks in frontal02. controlled environmental indoor laboratories, due to different cameras and conditions used, the quality of images highly differs in different datasets.
Images from MIT-CBCL [1] and SIBLINGS HQ-f [7] are high resolution and high quality images. All images in these datasets show neutral facial expressions (and no facial hair in case of male subjects). The background of all images is flat with single colour. None of the subjects in these databases are wearing sunglasses or some other facial makeup.
POINTING'04 [8] , previously used for head pose estimation task only, is a more complex dataset with respect to MIT-CBCL [1] and SIBLINGS HQ-f [7] . All these images are captured in low light indoor lab conditions, with low resolution. Approximately half of the subjects (7 out of 15) wear eye glasses, and facial hair and moustaches are also present in some subjects.
Finally FEI [2] is a database previously used for gender recognition and facial expression recognition tasks. The dataset is equally split between male and female subjects in the age range 19e40 years. The background of the images is flat white.
In nutshell our database includes a large variety of both high and low resolution images, with different grades of complexity in facial features, background, and illumination conditions.
All ground-truth masks on these images have been produced manually through a commercial editor for raster graphics. This labelling is done without any automatic segmentation tool. Such kind of segmentation is dependent on the subjective perception of a single human involved in this task. Hence it is very difficult to provide an accurate label to all pixels in the image -particularly on the boundary region of the different face parts. For example differentiating the nose region from the skin and drawing a boundary between the two is very difficult.
